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Several new results regarding the quantum cosmology of higher-derivative gravity theories
derived from superstring eective actions are presented. After describing techniques for solving
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation with appropriate boundary conditions, results are compared
with semiclassical theories of inflationary cosmology and implications for various dierent
string cosmology models are outlined.
1. Classical Cosmological Space-times of Higher-Derivative Theories
Since solutions to the general relativistic eld equations contain initial curvature singulari-
ties whenever the dominant energy condition is satised, one of the motivations for developing
quantum cosmology has been the theoretical justication of the elimination of the singularities.
Curvature singularities predicted by general relativity can be avoided by introducing boundary
conditions in the path integral dening the quantum theory which restrict the integral over all
four-geometries and matter elds to Riemannian metrics gµν on compact manifolds bounded
by a three-dimensional hypersurface with metric hij and elds with specied values on the
hypersurface [1]. They might also be eliminated in a quantum theory of gravity free from di-
vergences at short distances, since the wavefunctions dened by the path integral of the theory
may represent non-singular geometries at initial times, Renormalizability has been obtained
with the addition of quadratic terms in the action [2], and any theory of superstrings consis-
tent at the quantum level will have an eective action containing higher-derivative curvature
terms. Moreover, classical cosmological solutions to the equations of motion for several dier-
ent types of theories containing higher-order curvature terms have been analyzed with regard
to the presence of singularities, and non-singular solutions have been obtained. A quantum
cosmological model based on a higher-derivative gravity theory may produce a wave function
consistent with a non-singular geometry, without imposing a non-singular boundary condition
at initial times.
An action which combines higher-derivative gravity with string scalar elds has been shown
to have singularity-free cosmological solutions [3][4]. At string tree-level and rst-order in
the 0-expansion of the compactied heterotic string eective action in four dimensions, the
dynamics of the graviton, scalar eld S and modulus eld T can be described by an action
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If Re T , related to the square of the compactication radius, is set equal to a constant, and
Im T is set equal to zero, then the kinetic term for the modulus eld vanishes. In addition,
dening the real part of the dilaton eld to be Re S = 1
g24
e, setting Im S equal to zero and
















The Gauss-Bonnet invariant arises in this action, but it is multiplied now by a factor which
can be equated with e
Φ
4g24
, where g4 is the four dimensional string coupling constant and  is
the dilaton eld, so that the integral is not a topological invariant.
It is known that most classical string equations of motion without a dilaton eld do not
lead to inflation [5]. Dilaton elds have been included as they permit inflation, and a set of
higher-derivative gravity theories with a dilaton eld has been shown to produce the required
inflationary growth of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker scale factor [6].
An earlier analysis of R2 theories [7] and C2 theories [8] showed that an R2 term leads to
particle production and inflation with minimal dependence on the initial conditions. The C2
term leads to large anisotropy [9] and the destabilization of positive  metrics. Inflation has
also derived from higher-derivative terms directly obtained as renormalization counterterms
[10][11] without the inclusion of scalar or inflaton elds.
In the phase space of classical solutions to the eld equations of the four-dimensional
action (2), there is a class that have no singularity for a large range of values of the dilaton
and modulus elds. These solutions represent the most probable space-times derived from the
wave function for the quantum cosmology model.
2. Higher-Derivative Quantum Cosmology
Much of the initial work on higher-derivative quantum cosmology has been developed with
only curvature terms and no scalar eld in the action. The quantum cosmology of standard
gravity coupled to a scalar eld has been investigated by many authors [12]-[15]. The non-zero
vacuum expectation value of the scalar eld in grand unied theories drives inflation in semi-
classical cosmology, and again it is found to be useful in obtaining wave functions representing
inflationary solutions in quantum cosmology.
The quantum cosmology of superstring and heterotic string eective actions in ten di-
mensions with higher-derivative curvature terms up to fourth order has been investigated
previously [16]-[19]. The Wheeler-DeWitt equations for both theories, in the mini-superspace
of metrics with dierent scale factors for the physical and internal spaces, dier signicantly
from the equation obtained for the higher-derivative theory considered in this paper because
of the coupling of the curvature and scalar eld. For the superstring, the dierential equation
is not generally solvable by analytic methods, and it is only reducible to the form of a diusion
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equation when the curvatures of the physical and internal spaces are set equal to zero, and the
scalar eld is set equal to a constant. When there are only quadratic curvature terms in the
heterotic string eective action, the Hamiltonian cannot be expressed as a simple function of
the canonical momenta, preventing a derivation of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. The deriva-
tives of the coordinate elds for the model studied later in this paper are also found to be
given by expressions containing fractional roots and inverses of canonical momenta. However,
it is shown that the resulting equation can be converted to a partial dierential equation of
higher order, which may be solved with appropriate boundary conditions.
The Hamiltonian is computed using two dierent methods; rst, the momentum variable
conjugate to the derivative of the scale factor is included and secondly, a total derivative term
is added to the Lagrangian to eliminate second-order derivatives and a dierent set of momenta
conjugate to the scale factor and dilaton eld only is used. The rst choice of momenta gives
rise to a simpler sixth-order Wheeler-DeWitt equation, while the second set of momenta results
in a Wheeler-DeWitt equation which reproduces the standard equation for gravity coupled to
a scalar eld in the limit e
Φ
g24
! 0. This equation therefore may be regarded as a perturbation




. This provides an approximate wave function for the heterotic string eective action
which includes corrections to the wave function used to predict inflationary cosmology. The
signicance of the wave function depends on the stability of the classical background geometries
which represent most probable congurations in the quantum cosmology of the model. Stability
at the nonlinear level can be proven if the positive energy theorem holds, which requires that
the space-time admits a Killing spinor that also must be a supersymmetry parameter. For the
four-dimensional compactication of heterotic string theory, the Majorana condition on the
Killing spinor leads to dierential equation for the scale factor which is solved by a non-singular
cosmological bounce solution.
The extension to higher-derivative gravity coupled to scalar elds is necessitated by the
modication of the Einstein-Hilbert action by higher-order curvature terms at the Planck scale.
The predictions for the inflationary epoch would be expected to be modied to a small degree
by the higher-order terms in the eective action. Given a fundamental theory at Planck scale
with higher-order terms, it is appropriate to consider a boundary located between the Planck
era and the inflationary epoch where the predictions of quantum cosmology of the higher-
derivative theory could be matched, in principle, to the predictions of the quantum theory of
standard gravity coupled to matter elds. The inclusion of this boundary will have an eect on
both the quantum cosmology of the more fundamental theory and the computation of radiative
3
corrections in the standard model.
3. Quantum Cosmology for a Four-Dimensional Heterotic String Effective
Action
The model (2) containing quadratic curvature terms and the dilaton eld can be quantized
with the Hamiltonian constraint being represented by the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Since the
solution to this equation generally requires a reduction in the number of degrees of freedom in
the metric eld, it is convenient to consider only a minisuperspace of Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker metrics with K = 1 (closed model), K = 0 (spatially flat model) or K = −1 (open
model).
Homogeneity of the minisuperspace model implies that the elds are position-
independent on foliations of the four-dimensional space-times and the action per unit volume



























where V is a time-independent volume factor given by V (tf )a3(tf ) , with V (tf ) being the
three-dimensional volume of the spatial hypersurface tf , which is nite when K = 1.
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and the Hamiltonian is
H = p1 _q1 + p2 _q2 + p3 _q3 − L
= −6a( _a2 + K) − 6 e

g24
_( _a2 + K) _a + a3 _2 − 1
2
a3(D)2













In a Lorentzian space-time, a pseudo-dierential operator is obtained by making the substitu-
tions
Pa ! −i ∂∂a and P ! −i ∂∂ .
The Wheeler-DeWitt equation HΨ = 0 is a pseudo-dierential equation, which can be
































































The Laplace transform with respect to the variable  gives a mixed
dierence-dierential equation in a and the transform parameter s. Denoting the Laplace
















































(s− 1)2(s− 2)d (s − 1; a)
da





























(s− 2)5(s− 1) (s− 2; a) − (s− 2)4(s− 1)Ψ(0; a)
− (s− 2)3(s− 1)Ψ0(0; a) − (s− 2)2(s− 1)Ψ00(0; a) − (s− 2)(s− 1)Ψ000(0; a)
− (s − 1)Ψ(iv)(0; a) − Ψ(v)(0; a)

(7)
This equation can be solved by considering dierential and recursion operators separately.
Solving rst the recursion relation, one obtains a higher-order dierential equation in a. Ar-
bitrary parameters are determined by specifying values of Ψ(0; a) and Ψ(0; a), 0  1 and
derivatives up to fth order in . The value  = 0 represents a constant value for Re S = e
Φ
g24
so that the kinetic term of the scalar eld vanishes and the quadratic curvature term becomes
a topological invariant, implying that Ψ(0; a) should equal the wavefunction in the minisuper-
space of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metrics in a theory of pure gravity.
Let E1 (s; a)   (s+ 1; a) and D2 (s; a)  dda (s; a) dene the recursion operator E1
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and dierential operator D2. Then the homogeneous part of equation (8) is equivalent to
L1(s; a)E21 (s; a) + L2(s; a)E1 (s; a) + L3(s; a) (s; a) = 0
L1(s; a) = g44a





a3 (s+ 1) D32 + g
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Combining a general solution of the recursion relation (9) with a particular solution of the inho-
mogeneous equation reduces the dierence-dierential equation (8) to an ordinary dierential
equation in the variable a. Additional parameters in the solution of the ordinary dierential
equation in a may be determined by imposing standard initial conditions [1][20]-[23] and con-
ditions matching semiclassical cosmological models at the boundary between the Planck era
and the inflationary epoch, including the values of parameters such as particle production,
anisotropy and the cosmological constant during and after the inflationary era.
For a recursion relation of the second order, a closed solution may be obtained when the
degree of the polynomial coecients is less than or equal to 2 [24], and there is also a method for
reducing recursion relations with polynomial coecients to recursion relations with constant
coecients [25][26]. Nevertheless, approximation methods are useful for determining the terms
in this sequence. A two-term recursion relation of the form c1(s)us+2 + c2(s)us+1
+ c3(s)us = 0 can be transformed into a one-term relation c1(s)vs+1 + c2(s) + c3(s)vs = 0
using the substitution vs =
us+1
us
and the rst few terms of the sequence may be obtained
from a continued fraction expansion.




s5(s+ 1)us ’ 0 (9)







The sequence us, for s integer, can be analytically continued to a solution of the ho-
mogeneous equation (9) for a continuous parameter s. The solution to the inhomogeneous
equation will be determined by terms involving derivatives Ψ(n)(0; a). The solution to the
mixed dierence-dierential equation  (s; a) can then be transformed back to the original
wave function Ψ(; a).
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Embedding the higher-derivative action (2) in a renormalizable model, one may expect
that evaluation of the path integral for the theory with specied initial data, produces a wave
function which then could be compared with inflationary cosmology, and the comparison might




! 0 in equation (6) does not reproduce the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for
















U(a; ) = 1 − a2 V () V () = scalar potential
(10)




! 0, it is necessary to modify the action by the addition of a boundary term
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The conjugate momenta are then
P 0a = −12a _a − 6
e
g24
_( _a2 + K)
P 0 = a
3 _ − 2e

g24
_a( _a2 + 3K)
(12)
Expanding in powers of e
Φ
g24





























































































































































Ψ = 0 (15)
thus recovering the  derivative term with the operator-ordering parameter p being set equal
to −1. For the heterotic string theory, a potential can be included
V = e−K [Kα (K−1β
α
Kβ + 3]





Re T = e2σ
(16)
where fαg represents the dilaton eld  and modulus eld , when other matter elds have
been set to zero [27]-[30], and C(S) is the superpotential .
The equation HΨ = 0 can be solved approximately by using   eΦ
g24
as an expansion
parameter and noting that Ψ = Ψ0 +  Ψ1 is a solution to (H0 + H1)Ψ = 0 to order




































































































































































It is standard to assume that the wave function is a slowly varying function of  so that the
derivative with respect to  in H0Ψ1 = −H1Ψ0 will be approximately zero. In the classically
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































terms, arising from the derivatives involving , are smaller in magni-
tude because of the condition jV −1V 0()j  1, which implies that
 ∂∂Φ f(a,V ())f(a,V ())   1 when






 ∂∂Φ f(a,V ())a ∂∂a f(a,V ())






























Given two linearly independent solutions of the the homogeneous equation(− 124a dda 1a dda + 6aKΨ0 ’ 0, it follows that











where W = Ψ01
d
daΨ02 − Ψ02 ddaΨ01 . Substituting H1Ψ0NB or H1Ψ0T into this formula
provides the correction of order e
Φ
g24
Ψ1 to the standard wave function Ψ0.
Although p = −1 is obtained for the Hamiltonian (15) in the limit eΦ
g24
! 0, other values
of this parameter can be used. The operator ordering ambiguity may be resolved through
rst-order supersymmetry constraints, which arise only for special couplings of the bosonic
and fermionic elds. The restriction of the parameter p will impact on the regularity of the
wave function Ψ(; a) as a ! 0. Non-singular solutions with Lorentzian signature will occur
if regularity is maintained in this limit.
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Amongst the solutions to the equations of motion of a one-loop eective Lagrangian having
the same form as (1) and containing only the dilaton eld, are the homogeneous and isotropic
solutions that begin with a Gauss-Bonnet phase a(t)  e−ω1t and continue to the FRW phase
a(t)  t 13 [32]. The stability of these solutions with respect to linearized tensor perturbations







+ (3Γ − 5)a rhij rhij

(28)
where ij = a3 _h
ij









strong energy condition requires Γ  23 , and since this is violated in the Gauss-Bonnet phase,
the cosmological solution is non-singular. However, this phase is unstable since Γ < 53 , and
the background geometry is eventually described by a stable FRW metric with Γ = 2.
Stability of a geometry against nonlinear perturbations follows from the positive-energy
theorem, which is applicable when the metric admits Killing spinors. The requirement of
four-dimensional covariance and homogeneity implies the following form for the Killing spinor
equation:
rµ  + k(t)2 γµ  = 0 (29)
for some function k(t). Considering the spatial components of equation (29) and applying




2 γij, implying that the four-dimensional space-time should be
foliated by three-dimensional spaces satisfying the condition Rijkl = −k
2(t)
2 (gikgjl − gilgjk)
and k2(t) = a−2(1 + _a2).






























































There are three types of solutions:
(a) c1; c2 6= 0, _k(t) = 0, a¨(t)a(t) − k2(t) = 0,
(b) c1 6= 0; c2 = 0, a¨(t)a(t) − k2(t) + _k(t) = 0,
(c) c1 = 0; c2 6= 0, − a¨(t)a(t) + k2(t) + _k(t) = 0.
None of these conditions are satised by the scale factors a(t)  e−ω1t or a(t)  t 13 . This
implies that the positive-energy theorem is not applicable to these background geometries,
allowing for the possibility that they are unstable at a non-perturbative level. Even though
the initial Gauss-Bonnet phase is unstable, perturbative stability of the FRW phase with
a(t)  t 13 is sucient to attribute physical signicance to the wave function, because it is
consistent to consider a wave function representing space-time metrics diering considerably
from the Gauss-Bonnet phase in the earlier epoch but approaching the classical solutions to
the string equations of motion at later times.
The Majorana condition, which is imposed on the supersymmetry parameter of the four-
dimensional heterotic string eective action, implies that c1; c2 6= 0 so that the Killing
spinor belongs to the rst category (a). Both constraints are satised by the scale factor
a(t) = a0 cosh( ta0 ); k(t) =
1
a0
, which represents a cosmological bounce solution. Since the
positive-energy theorem is applicable to this space-time, it will be stable at the nonlinear level.
The same techniques can be applied to other superstring eective actions with higher-order
curvature terms or theories derived from the recently-developed M-theories. The conjugate
momenta, the Hamiltonian and the Wheeler-DeWitt equation may be derived, and the solu-
tions to the partial dierential equation for Ψ can be obtained. Coupling of the scalar eld
to the curvature tensor should generally lead to a form of the Hamiltonian containing inverse
or fractional powers of the momenta. When the coecients of the derivatives in the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation are exponential functions, the Laplace transform can be used to reduce the
dierential equation to a mixed dierence-dierential equation. Thus, the form of superstring
eective actions containing higher-order terms with couplings involving exponential functions
is conducive to the reduction of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation to an equation with derivatives
of fewer variables.
Solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation represent possible wave functions for the Uni-
verse. However, the interpretation of the absolute square of the cosmological wave function
as a probability density may be valid only insofar as it helps to identify the most probable
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congurations. When the wave function is interpreted in this way, the theoretical solution may
be compared to observations concerning various dierent cosmological variables such as  or
the flatness parameter Ω. Since the calculation of the wave function is equivalent to the eval-
uation of the path-integral over 4-metrics between initial and nal times, the conclusions are
consistent with the deductions regarding the cosmological variables based on the space-time
foam picture or the many-bubble universe scenario.
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